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1. INT. CAPSULE CLASS-SHIP. SPACE DAY 1

A teacher, Jonathan, stands in front of a class

JOHNATHAN
As we know, seeds are
remarkable, you can freeze
them, you can put them in the
dark, you can…

The intercom crackles to life (from the mother spaceship behind
Bowen planet).

ANNOUNCER(O.S.)
Class 07, the celebration of
the 150-year Independence Day
in the 3745 system is on! And
you are late if you are not
back in 10 minutes...

The capsule class-ship receives the signal from the mother
spaceship behind Bowen planet.

Beep beep… signal sound is interrupted.

JOHNATHAN turns around.

JOHNATHAN
(patiently)

All right, never mind, we
appreciate this chance to see
magic in the space, let's
continue with seeds. While you
need them, you bring them out
and warm them up, you turn on
the lights and plants will
start growing…

2. EXT. SPACE. DAY 2

From a great distance we see the class-ship dwarfed by the
mothership. There is no sound at all.

Depressing music fades in.
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3. INT. CLASS. DAY 3

David, a student is eating loudly, chewing…

JOHNATHAN
(patiently)

Shh…turn down your munched
mouse, David.

A chain of Explosion sound effects through the radio
from far to near, and signal transmission cuts out.

Students are staring through the window behind the teacher.
The teacher turns around.

There is an exploration right in the location of their
mother ship. Just like a birth of a supernova.

Silence for 1 minute inside the small class-ship. Boom!!

Boom! Metal Squeak sounds, students are frozen and shocked.

Showering debris is rushing the class-ship's surface.

More bumping sounds to different parts of the class-capsule.
The capsule is wobbling.

Boom!!! A strong beating sound from a outside corner of
the capsule.

Everything starts spinning, students are screaming, few
water drops are floating.

Close-up shots show flying chips, tears(water drops),
class stuff. Display the spinning.

JHONATHAN
(hurry)

Boys and girls, we are hit by
the debris. Grab anything you
can!
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